Almost a century of combined experience in the recreational and commercial vehicle industry, along with aviation and automotive technology, led to the development of a 12-volt, high performance air exchange system for recreational and commercial vehicles.

The core of our system is a powerful 12”, 10-blade rotary fan that works with a slightly open window to create a balanced airflow. It is designed for maximum air exchange, minimum sound levels and power consumption. Fresh, clean, natural air is pulled in. Hot, stale, stuffy air is pushed out.

**FAN-TASTIC VENT** will exchange the air in your vehicle in minutes. Cooking smoke and unpleasant aromas are whisked away in seconds.

**FAN-TASTIC VENT** can reduce the use of air conditioning allowing you to breathe natural, fresh ambient outside air.

**FAN-TASTIC VENT** is light weight, compact, bug resistant, durable and seals tight when not in use. The sealed motor operates at variable or 3-speeds depending on the model for selected performance levels. Installs in minutes and fits the standard existing opening provided by most recreational vehicle manufacturers.

Whether your rig costs $5,000 or a million dollars, the quality of the air you breathe should remain your paramount objective.

**Over 2 million Fan-Tastic Vents are in use!**

**Want air movement or ventilation?** Plug in “**Endless Breeze**” and the large volume of air movement will surprise and delight you!

### Features:
- Instant Air Flow
- Free-Standing
- Light-Weight (Under 5 lbs)
- Multi-Purpose
- Low Sound Levels
- Low Amp Draw 1.2 - 2.6
- 12 Volt Plug with Cord
- 110 Volt operation with a 4 amp Converter (not provided)
- 12” Ten Blade Rotary Fan
- High Air Velocity - Up to 10 mph
- Limited One Year Warranty
- Made in the USA

### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCFM</th>
<th>AMP</th>
<th>DECIBELS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Never place a vent cover over, or filter on a fan. Greatly restricted airflow and increased sound levels will occur.

**FAN-TASTIC VENT** provides a two-year limited warranty (lifetime warranty on exterior dome) against defects in materials and workmanship when installed and operated according to instructions. Should your vent require service or parts, or if you have questions, please contact us by phone, letter or e-mail.
Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), and a manual dome lifting knob. Model 8000 C-A-B by Fan-Tastic Vent is an entry level best-in-class fan that is great for bathrooms or any 14” x 14” opening in your RV. 1 year limited warranty (all parts).

Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), a reverse switch sets the fan blade direction (OUT-exhaust or IN-intake) and a manual dome lifting knob. Model 4000R moves the same volume of air as fans with more options. It's simple yet effective.

Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), a reverse switch sets the fan blade direction (OUT-exhaust or IN-intake), a built-in thermostat, automatic dome open/close switch and a rain sensor. Model 8000 C-A-B is an entry level best-in-class fan that is great for bathrooms or any 14” x 14” opening in your RV.

This patent pending model fan has 14 fixed manual speeds or automatic variable speeds with a reverse switch that sets fan blade direction (OUT-exhaust or IN-intake), a rain sensor with On/Off switch, an auto dome opener via mode selection and a radio frequency hand held remote with wall cradle for traveling or fixed wall operation. Raise the dome and activate the fan from your “easy” chair. Our radio frequency handheld remote has you activating the fan and raising the dome by pressing the mode pad. With the automatic speed mode, you select your comfort setting and the blades will automatically turn on, off, increase or decrease speed to maintain your temperature choice. The manual speed mode allows you to select on or off one of 14 fan blade speeds. Our custom wall cradle is made for your convenience. Select an easily accessible location, install the lightweight cradle and operate your fan from cradled remote or remove and operate the fan from anywhere inside or outside your coach. From ease of installation to ease of operation, the 6600R/417 is the ultimate Fan-Tastic Vent.

Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), a reverse switch sets the fan blade direction (OUT-exhaust or IN-intake), and a manual dome lifting knob. Model 5000RBT is designed to maintain a consistent temperature setting. It's perfect for use at bedtime or whenever you leave pets behind.

Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), a reverse switch sets the fan blade direction (OUT-exhaust or IN-intake), a built-in thermostat, automatic dome open/close switch and a rain sensor. Model 6000RBTA automatically opens and closes your dome at a flip of a switch. A built-in thermostat maintains your desired comfort level. When the rain sensor becomes wet the dome automatically closes and reopens once sensor dries. The built-in manual knob allows for closing the dome in an emergency. Automation at its finest.

Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), and a manual dome lifting knob. Model 6000RBTA is an entry level best-in-class fan that is great for bathrooms or any 14” x 14” opening in your RV. Model 6000RBTA has a built-in thermostat and automatic dome open/close switch. Model 6000RBTA automatically opens and closes your dome at a flip of a switch. A built-in thermostat maintains your desired comfort level. When the rain sensor becomes wet the dome automatically closes and reopens once sensor dries. The built-in manual knob allows for closing the dome in an emergency. Automation at its finest.

Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), a reverse switch sets the fan blade direction (OUT-exhaust or IN-intake), a built-in thermostat, automatic dome open/close switch and a rain sensor. Model 4000R moves the same volume of air as fans with more options. It's simple yet effective.

Three fan blade speeds (low, medium, high), a reverse switch sets the fan blade direction (OUT-exhaust or IN-intake), a manual dome lifting knob and a built-in thermostat. Set the thermostat to your desired comfort level and let the fan do the work. Model 5000RBT is designed to maintain a consistent temperature setting. It's perfect for use at bedtime or whenever you leave pets behind.

**Model 8000 Create-A-Breeze**
- Three Speed
- Reverse
- Manual Opening Dome

**Model 4000R**
- Three Speed
- Reverse
- Manual Opening Dome

**Model 5000RBT**
- Three Speed
- Reverse
- Built-in Thermostat
- Manual Opening Dome

**MODEL 6600R/417**
- Radio Frequency Hand Held Remote
- 14 Speed Manual Mode or Auto Variable Speed Mode
- Thermostat Actuated Variable Speed Mode
- Wall Cradle
- Amp Draw 0.2 - 1.9
- 920 SCFM-High Speed

**Model 8000 C-A-B**
- Three Speed
- Manual Opening Dome

**Upgrade any previously purchased Fan-Tastic Vent or Create-A-Breeze with the 6600 Upgrade Kit!**

Fan-Tastic Vent is an investment that will insure comfort by providing immediate air exchange with minimum 12-volt power usage. It's one of the most used appliances in any rig. Fresh, clean, outside air can be yours without generators, air conditioners or engines operating. All products manufactured by Fan-Tastic Vent Corporation are proudly made in the USA.